Explorit
Everywhere!
Federated Search
True Enterprise Search
Your Enterprise Search May Be Missing Critical Information
Knowledge workers demand easy access to all of their information, whether from internal sources,
subscription databases or public websites. Most enterprise search solutions provide access to
some of this data, but can’t retrieve all of the information a researcher needs to stay current,
informed, and competitive. Deep Web Technologies’ integrated federated search, Explorit
Everwhere!, is the future of Enterprise Search: It provides one interface – one search – for
researchers to access all the information sources they need to get their work done. Achieve
superior results through a powerful ranking engine, incremental results for faster response times,
scalability and flexibility, all seamlessly integrated into your Enterprise Search Portal, Share Point,
or your CMS or CRM system.

“36% of a typical
knowledge worker's day
is spent looking for and
consolidating
information spread
across a variety of
systems.” ~ IDC

Indexing Alone Can’t Retrieve All of Your Data…
Explorit Everywhere! complements your existing Enterprise Search, quickly finding the information stranded in silos of information,
licensed databases or public web sites that is not practical to index into your Enterprise Search. Using Explorit Everywhere, you can
search any and all of your databases, whether internal or external, from a single search box. A true, enterprise search, Explorit
Everywhere! fills the gap created by indexing alone, and keeps your users up-to-date with current information from the right sources.

Knowledge
workers can only
find the
information
required to do
their jobs 56 % of
the time. An
enterprise with
1,000 knowledge
workers loses an
average of $5.7
million annually
to lost
productivity due
to employees
searching for,
but not finding,
relevant
information.
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Make All of Your Content Easy to Find
If your content isn’t findable, your researchers may be missing information - the proverbial needle in
the haystack. Deep Web Technologies builds real-time connections to your silos of information,
wherever they are, using our next-generation technology, Explorit Everywhere!. Explorit
Everywhere! finds your critical information and returns it to your users, ranked and organized for
efficient discovery of what’s most important to get your job done.

Custom Connectors
After all, it’s your information and your search. Deep Web Technologies develops connectors to plug in to a
variety of content formats, authentications and access platforms that information may hide behind. We have a
database of over 3000 standard connectors to information resources, and each connector can be customized to
add your authentication and search variables. And, we’ll create connectors to the repositories you need without
sacrificing quality. Search all of your sources from a single search box. It’s as simple as that.

The generation of
information is doubling
every 20 months.
Knowledge workers are
overwhelmed by the sheer
volume of information
available to them, across a
myriad of repositories.

Robust Web Services-Based API
Deep Web Technologies’ platform is designed around opensystems. Our technology can plug-in to your existing systems,
providing powerful features through a robust set of Web
Services-based APIs. These APIs, web 2.0 capable, enable you
to quickly integrate Explorit Everywhere! exactly where you need
it.

Secure Authentication
Deep Web Technologies can integrate Explorit Everywhere! with
your existing authentication, such as LDAP, if available from
within your company. Or, we can store user credentials within
Explorit Everywhere!, simplifying your authentication process.
We can provide first-level or second-level support, depending on
the particular needs of your company.

Centralized Administration, Reports and
Statistics
Our administration takes the difficulty out of managing Explorit
Everywhere!, and greatly simplifies implementation and issue
handling. Our reports and statistics help you assess your user
activity and information sources, identifying source use to help
you improve ROI on premium content.

Installed Deployments
Explorit Everywhere! isn’t a big, bulky master index that needs constant maintenance, input and support. Instead, it complements your existing
technologies, elegantly adding the finishing touches for a complete search portal. While Explorit Everywhere! can be hosted at a Deep Web
Technologies data center, it may also be securely deployed behind your firewall to ensure proprietary content stays that way. Explorit Everywhere! is
simple to maintain, and includes 24/7 support from Deep Web Technologies.

Contact Deep Web Technologies to get a quote for Explorit Everywhere! enterprise@deepwebtech.com
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